PROTECTIONS
BY SPIKE ON THE WATER

ABOUT PROTECTIONS
The life of our protections depends entirely on how often the
vessel actually used and maintained. Stagnant boats and/or
minimally maintained boats collect more foul and
environmental contamination resulting in health being
diminished at an exponential rate.

PROTECTIONS LEVEL I - $18.75/FOOT
Anti foul paint touch up
Bottom paint should only be used as needed. This
option allows focus on the areas below the waterline
that experience more wear and/or ablation from regular
travel. The waterline, chipped areas, keel creases and
the bow break receive your choice of compatible antifoul paint.

SERVICE FEATURES
Waterline precision tape
Through hull masking
Focused scuff preparation
As needed anti foul application

BOTTOM

PROTECTIONS LEVEL II - $28.00/FOOT
Sailboat bottom Anti foul application
One full coat of compatible antifoul paint. Paint
selection and cost is the responsibility of the customer
while we are willing to make best recommendations.
The waterline, chipped areas, keel creases and the
bow break receive additional paint to increase the
protection in heavy wear zones Props, through hull
fittings, anodes and prop shafts are detailed and
masked before painting.

SERVICE FEATURES

Waterline precision tape
Through hull masking
One coat anti foul application
Cost of paint not included

BOTTOM

PROTECTIONS LEVEL III - $28.00/FOOT
Powerboat bottom Anti foul application
One full coat of compatible antifoul paint. Paint
selection and cost is the responsibility of the customer
while we are willing to make best recommendations.
The waterline, chipped areas and the bow break
receive additional paint to increase the protection in
heavy wear zones. Outdrives, props, trim tabs, anodes
through hull fittings and/or prop shafts are detailed and
masked before painting

SERVICE FEATURES
Waterline precision tape
Through hull masking
One coat anti foul application
Cost of paint not included

PROTECTIONS LEVEL IV - $220.00/FOOT
BOTTOM

After preparation below
the water line services
include anti fouling paint,
epoxy coatings and
Spikes PT, Protectin
Thangs . Polishing
services are followed by
protection above the
water line with the most
advanced bio-friendly
protection available for
the exterior of your boat
with options for your
preference of extended
protections. Boat Wax,
Permanon yacht
supershine, Spike’s PT,
carnauba wax and
Ceramic Pro offer
different levels of
sustainable protection

BOTTOM

WHAT'S INCLUDED ?

Epoxy barrier paint coating (3 coats)
Epoxy barriers are only applied after complete removal
and/or new hull preparation sanding. 3 full coatings are
the minimum with 6 full coats being recommended for
maximum bottom protection. Outdrives, props, trim
tabs, anodes through hull fittings and/or prop shafts are
detailed and masked before painting. This temperature
and time sensitive process requires significant logistical
planning to achieve best protection.

SERVICE FEATURES
Waterline precision tape
Through hull masking
Three coat epoxy paint
application
Cost of paint not included
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PROTECTION LEVEL V -

DECK: 7.00/FT

HULL: 5.00/FT

BOTTOM: 5.00/FT

Permanon Yacht SuperShine tm
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Permanon Yacht Supershine Professional is a nanoengineered surface protection solution for all personal
watercraft, boat or ship finishes resulting in a brilliant
protected shine that is incredibly easy to maintain.
Permanon Yacht Supershine's natural Silicium (14Si)
coating extends the life of boat/yacht paint, gel coats,
and fiberglass due to its extremely high salt and
oxidation resistance.

PROTECTION LEVEL VI -

UV

Window protection
Stainless protection
Gel coat protection
Non-Skid protection
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GLoss
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application

Durability

DECK: 12.00/FT HULL: 10.00/FT BOTTOM: 10.00/FT

Profile Rapid Detailer
fast liquid spray wax for that ‘just waxed’ look or
simply a quick clean. It removes surface
contaminants including compound residue, light dirt,
dust and fingerprints to leave a ‘just waxed’, high
gloss finish. Simply spray or wipe on and buff off,
suitable for all surfaces compatible with all waxes
Will not remove previously applied polishes and
waxes from the surface aiding continuous
protection.

PROTECTION LEVEL VII -

SERVICE FEATURES
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SERVICE FEATURES

UV

Quick to Use
Removes Surface
Contaminants
High Gloss Finish
Paintwork, Rubber, vinyl,
plastic glass and chrome
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application

Durability

DECK: 20.00/FT HULL: 15.00/FT BOTTOM: 15.00/FT

Spike's PT - Protectin Thangs tm
Spike’s Protectin Thangs is proven to reduce or
eliminate surface damage and is a great exterior
surface sealant for boats large or small. Protect your
investment from the very beginning with a product that
will produce an unbeatable shine.
Spike's PT is the only coating
that is trusted for our
Beautiful Boat Warranty
Beautiful Boat
Warranty
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SERVICE FEATURES
Polarizing wash
Window protection
Stainless protection
Gel coat protection
Paintwork, Rubber, vinyl,
plastic glass and chrome

UV
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application

Durability

PROTECTION LEVEL VIII - DECK: 60.00/FT
Ceramic Pro Marine
*PROFESSIONAL INSTALLATION ONLY
Ceramic Pro offers the ultimate coating to protect
gelcoat and other marine surfaces. Never before
has there been a single coating system that would
offer protection for every surface on a watercraft
and becomes a protective barrier preventing
oxidation and growth of barnacles, sea organisms
and algae on the Bottom. Stains comes off easy
and cleaning the vessel can now be done in half
the time.

HULL: 40.00/FT BOTTOM: 40.00/FT
SERVICE FEATURES
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application

Durability

Longevity 1-5 years
Easy to Maintain
Thermal resistance from -50°C
to 1200 °C
Resistance to corrosion
and oxidation
UV Protection
Perfect Gloss
Chemical Resistance
Low volatile components
Fluorine Free
Eco-Friendly
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